PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Venue
Le Biarritz Congress Centre
Place Bellevue – 44200 Biarritz, France

Accommodation
To help make the organization of your stay easier, our partner agency has pre-booked a selection of rooms in nearby hotels at preferential rates.

PRACTICAL INFORMATION

Delegates & Speaker

Mrs
Dr
Mr
Mrs
Dr

Delegates’ function
The SURFAIR Award 2016
Three days of conferences
- MAY 26TH
Biological and environmental aspects of materials and surface treatments (A UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL EVENT)
- MAY 25TH
Technologies for environmental compliance
- MAY 24TH
Return of experience: innovation in coatings

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

SURFAIR offers great business opportunities and networking.
Three days of conferences carefully selected by a high level Technical and Scientific Committee including academic and aerospace experts, and focusing on techniques and industry principles by top-ranking companies, new clean technologies, specialists, pre-conferences, post-conferences, hotel partner’s preparation, environmental challenges...

An exhibitor area will be organized for companies to present their products and/ or exchange with delegates.

A Gala Dinner on May 25th with a chance to network during a typical Basque evening.

The SURFAIR AWARD ceremony on May 26th just before the closing dinner of the event, the OURSE SURFAIR committee will award the best presentations and present four prices from the Jury Panel. The Award for Innovation, the Award for Technique and the SURFAIR Award 2016.

In partnership with

Supported by

www.surfair-congress.com

SALES TERMS

For any written cancellation received before 5th May 2014 date as postmark, 20% of the registration fees shall be retained by GROUPE INDUSTRIE SERVICES INFO. Beyond this date, full payment processing of your registration. You are entitled to access or demand the rectification or deletion of this information by writing to GISI - Service Conférence - Antony Parc II - 10 place du Général De Gaulle – BP20156 – 92186 Antony Cedex - France.

French Data Protection Act: In accordance with the French Data Protection Act (Loi Informatique et Libertés), the information that you are asked to provide, is required for the purposes of administration, marketing, newsletters, invitations to congresses and other events, in order to be processed by our partners: S. DELAY (Groupe Infoservice - France), Mr. DOMINIQUE CHARDRON (A UNIQUE INTERNATIONAL EVENT), Mr. ABDUELKRAM RGUIB (DEMAY cdemay@infopro-digital.com  Tel. +33 (0)1 77 92 92 35.

Sales personnel are authorized to retain personal data for the purposes of keeping you informed about future events and services. Personal data will not be sold or transferred to other companies.

Reference: Cis 73582575496 T 12.03.2013.

CANCELLATION POLICY

In accordance with the venue’s cancellation policy, any requests for cancellations made after the 5th of May 2014 will not be accepted.

CANCELLATION DATES

18TH APRIL 2014
Price: 395€
22ND APRIL 2014
Price: 455€
26TH APRIL 2014
Price: 515€
2ND MAY 2014
Price: 599€
6TH MAY 2014
Price: 715€
10TH MAY 2014
Price: 839€
14TH MAY 2014
Price: 1000€
18TH MAY 2014
Price: 1300€
22ND MAY 2014
Price: 1600€
26TH MAY 2014
Price: 2550€
1ST JUNE 2014
Price: 3100€

SUBJECT TO AVAILABILITY AT THE VENUE.

EXHIBITORS

SURFAIR 21st International Congress

5th to 7th May 2016
Biarritz, France

May 24th, 25th & 26th 2016
Biarritz • FRANCE

VENUE

Le Biarritz Congress Centre
Place Bellevue – 44200 Biarritz, France

PRACTICAL INFORMATION
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TUESDAY 24TH MAY 2016

TECHNOLOGIES FOR ENVIRONMENTAL COMPLIANCE AND SUSTAINABILITY

1:30 pm Welcome coffee

1:50 pm Welcome note

2:00 pm The future of non-ferrous alloys

2:25 pm SME® – Introduction into aerospace collaboration enhancement and anti-counterfeiting strategies

3:00 pm Francois COBRIN – Advanced Surface Treatment Manager @ 20ACNE

3:25 pm Pan-THERACI – Systems Engineer @ ROLLS ROYCES

3:55 pm State of the art of CAS and comparison with reach complaint alternatives – how to target a common file to comply with REACH regulations

4:20 pm Laurent DONZELLE – Head Of Mechanical Tools Systems

4:50 pm CAS & TSA with trivalent chromic sealing – which evolution in the supply chain development and substitution progress to allow production continuity

5:15 pm Philippe BARBI – Surface Treatment Expert @ SAFRAN-AEROLEC

5:30 pm Relapse of post treatment after thermal conversion process

5:45 pm Giacomo CAMPAGNA – European Technical Support Agent @ DREMCO

6:00 pm Coffee break and exhibitors’ area tour

6:20 pm The development of a hard chrome plating process with a reach compliant structure

6:45 pm Juliette GUERT – SANTHOMAS Surface Treatments Engineer @ SAFRAN – TARSOMEC

7:15 pm Temperature reduction of substrates using high performance heating technologies for the aerospace industry

7:40 pm Dan DRANSFIELD – Key Driller & Surface Coatings Manager @ HUNTER AEROSPACE – KENTON COATINGS

8:00 pm Lunch break and exhibitors’ area tour

RETURN OF EXPERIENCE: INNOVATION IN COATINGS

1:45 pm Challenges in developing durable, low-toxicity coatings for aerospace applications

2:30 pm Development of multifunctional coating for the protection of autonomous underwater vehicles (AUVs)

3:00 pm Thermosensitive Coatings for Health-Monitoring of COM

3:50 pm Investigations on surface finishing processes for the aeronautical sector

4:10 pm SAA and TSA with trivalent chromium sealing – State of the art of CAA and comparison with REACH regulations

4:30 pm Jonathan JAYES – Head Surface Finishing Engineer @ R d B TECHNOLOGIES

4:45 pm Manufacturing by spraying applications

5:10 pm Eco-friendly corrosion protecting coating for aluminium and magnesium alloys

5:30 pm Pascal NEGRE – PTEC Technologies, Speaker to be confirmed

6:00 pm Surf Express – highly wear & corrosion resistant coatings (worth watching)

6:20 pm Smart painting process

6:40 pm Surface modification for aero-engine structural applications – focus on the SnO2DUR program

7:00 pm Reuse of LINTECH® HS epoxy Primer @ LINTECH®

7:20 pm Oxford Aeronautical – Light weight and corrosion resistant coatings

7:40 pm Gala dinner

7:45 pm End of conferences

THURSDAY 26TH MAY 2016

AUTOMATION AND PRODUCTIVITY IN FINISHING APPLICATIONS

10:45 am Keyspeaker

11:05 am Automated painting of aircraft structures

11:25 am Development of trivalent conversion coating for aerospace applications

11:45 am Thermo-coatings – VOSKOD Aerospace Technology – EPIC

12:05 pm End of conferences